A New System For Inspired Business
We see an enormous opportunity for
businesses to take the lead. To create
places where people come together,
belong, and make the impact they’re
here to make.

The Conscious Business Institute provides the leading
end-to-end platform to take entire organizations to a
new level of inspiration, empowerment, and success.
Our solutions develop next generation leaders, create
collaborative teams and realise inspiring, purpose
driven cultures. Measurable, manageable, scalable.
Proven in leading organizations on five continents, our
solutions shift mindsets, create new possibilities, and
deliver concrete tools to apply a mindset of growth and
contribution both inside and outside the workplace.

Our unique framework: Improve the 5
key performance identities necessary for
any thriving organization
Imagine if these identities were fulfilled in your
organization:
Individual: Individuals can be fully themselves; Be in their authentic power; Express
their gifts & talents; Learn resilience & accountability; Become mindful & aware
Fulfills the human need for self-expression

Team: Teams that cultivate diversity & inclusion; Move from competition to

collaboration; Create connection & belonging; Are responsible & accountable
Fulfills the human need for connection

Organization: Purpose driven culture that creates a movement; Having a

moonshot mentality; Making a difference; Managers learning to become Leaders
Fulfills the human need for contribution

Business: Conscious business decision making; Social responsibility; Values based
behavior; Sustainability & abundance; Success measured holistically
Fulfills the human need for security & growth

Conscious Leader: Courageous & authentic leadership; Engaged & empowered
teams; Inspiring Vision; Leader development; Advancing the evolution of business
Fulfiils the human need for appreciation & care

When fulfilled, these identities create effective, healthy and
vibrant business cultures.

For a better way to work & live

www.consciousbusinessinstitute.com
info@consciousbusinessinstitute.com
Santa Barbara - New York - Berlin
(866) 449-3720

Our Solutions
The CBI Connected Platform provides you with an integrated solution to assess, improve, sustain, and
manage the leadership and culture of your organization.
Together with our academic and technology partners, we’ll provide you with the only organizational
development solution that’s academically proven, measurable, and scalable.

Culture & Leadership
Assessment

Culture & Leadership
Development

Sustainability
Scalability

In Partnership with University of California, Berkeley.

CBI holistic program for building inspiring organizations.

In Partnership with Adeption.

Get visibility into the health of your
organization. Understand how to
improve engagement and business
results. Academically led & verified.

The proven program for building
empowered individuals, purposedriven cultures, and inspiring,
responsible leaders at every level.

A.I. based mobile coaching
delivered across your organization.
Scalable and sustainable people
development - in your pocket.

Our Delivery
We’ve researched human learning behavior and designed our programs for ideal impact and global
needs: from high-touch in-person connections to scalable, cost-effective use of digital technologies.
Workshops

Webinars

Personal Connection

E-Learning

Personal Touchpoints

A.I. via Mobile

Flexibility

Scalability

Peer to Peer

Coaching

Workplace Application

Individual Support

Our proven implementation roadmap provides both the depth and reach for today’s dynamic business
environment. Applied in leading organizations on 5 continents. Personal. Manageable. Scalable.

Our Difference

End-To-End

New Learning

Being

Scalable

Tools

We partner with organizations of all sizes who seek to fulfill their inherent potential.
Based on learning-research,
approaches that
Our progam brings new
Facilitators around the world,
Tell us where you wantTraditional
to go, and
come explore the
extraordinary.

Get a proven system to
assess and improve your
people performance.
Measurable. Manageable.

we designed the ideal delivery
modalites for today’s dynamic
organizations.

For a better way to work & live

focus on the ‘Doing-Level’
don’t stick. We work with our
clients on the ‘Being-Level’.

possibilities, and the concrete
tools to apply them inside and outside - the office.

combined with our digital
platform, can inspire every
person in your organization.
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